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Issue 12

It’s Too Cold to Ride! Waaa! What a Baby!

I

nstead of heading out on a holiday ride i found myself shoveling snow
on the Thanksgiving break. It seems that winter has arrived early this year, along with
rooting around for the electric gear and battery charger happening way too soon.

The firewood got stacked while the bike sat
cold and lonely in the garage. Every time I
walked past it I gave it a little pat, promising
that if the temperature goes even a little
above freezing we’d be out (sort of) enjoying
the thin heat of the December sun.

be 50 for a few minutes in the late afternoon.
Perfect riding weather!” But I get the battery
charger ready just in case.
It won’t be long before cabin fever strikes,
I know, and it won’t matter how cold it is.
If there isn’t snow on the road it’ll be good
enough to ride. Because to not ride means
uncontrollable antsiness. I’ll just have to ride.
I’m sure you understand.
David Wilson, editor

My illusions of “it isn’t that cold” because I
could ride in to work when it’s only 40 degrees
are dashed by the 20 degree mornings that
have become standard in the last couple of
weeks. The encouragement of afternoons
near 60 have now become, “Well, it’ll almost
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More NMBDR Adventures!

by SandyBallard



been super fun, beautiful and minimally
challenging and we thought we would cruise
into Ruidoso full of confidence. Not so much.
With only about 10 miles of dirt left in our
trip, we hit some very rocky, steep downhill
sections in Laborcita Canyon. We both dropped our bikes
a couple of times getting down these hills, but made it
to the bottom of the road physically, but not mentally,
unscathed. After our afternoon ordeal, we opted for a
cozy, quaint little cabin in Ruidoso for the night instead
of another night under the stars. On Tuesday we headed
home through Carrizozo and Claunch with warm sunny
weather all day. A great ride!
So Amy and I have been taking on the BDR all summer
and of the seven sections we have now completed all
but Section 2 from Ruidoso to Truth or Consequences
through the Jornada del Muerto, and Section 3 from Truth
or Consequences to Reserve through the Gila. We will
probably knock off the Jornada sometime in the coming
months, but probably won’t get the Gila done before
winter sets in. We’re getting there!

A

my and I just returned from yet another most excellent adventure in which we rode
the southern-most leg of the New Mexico Backcountry Discovery Route.
On Friday evening, we loaded our bikes into a 15’ Uhaul truck and drove down
to the eastern-most outskirts of El Paso, TX. Saturday morning, we unloaded the
bikes, turned in the truck and mailed home the 18(!) straps we used to secure the
bikes in the back of the truck (those bikes were goin’ nowhere).
After a very cold, hour and a half ride to Dell City, Texas, we started off down Section 1 of the
NM BDR with warm temperatures and clear sunny skies. That evening we camped up on the Rim
Road in the Guadalupe Mountains west of Carlsbad. For those of you have been up on that road,
you know how spactacular the views are. We lucked out and got perfect weather: no wind, a bit
chilly, but nothing that down jackets, warm sleeping bags, and a nice roaring campfire could not
overcome.
In the morning we completed the Rim Road and headed into Weed for gas and some lunch. In
the afternoon, we took off on the Westside Road, which parallels the Timberon – Cloudcroft road
just a bit downhill to the west. Fantastic road! Pretty easy, well maintained gravel, with beautiful
views overlooking White Sands down in the Tularosa Basin.
After camping along that road Sunday night, we headed into Cloudcroft for more gas and
lunch and took off toward Ruidoso on dirt roads I had never heard of. All the roads so far had
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THE HYPERTEK ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLE

“THIS PROJECT HAS DEFINED THE
FUTURE OF THE ELECTRIC MOTORBIKE”

“THIS IS THE BEST WORK I HAVE EVER DONE”
Pierre Terblanche

Gary Turner
CEO, Blackstone TEK
Master Designer

I

https://bst-hypertek.com
t’s only by applying the purest of intentions that you generate the purest of thoughts,
where with unbridled state of mind you can create the ultimate masterpiece. Where
passion for an idea lasts and never fades – delving into the endless possibilities the future
offers, bringing them into the present cultivated by a deep understanding of the past. A
blank canvas – the outcome unrestricted, untamed, the expression of a vivid imagination
and artistic perfection. Building the BST HyperTEK is no accident – it is the sum of the
parts, the accumulation of a thousand thoughts and hours of pondering – making the
impossible possible. In the union between the vision of the Master designer and the skill set of
the Master craftsman you should expect nothing other than the astonishing.
The project leader in this unique development is Pierre Terblanche, who was amongst other
titles, Director of Design for Ducati and responsible for several iconic motorcycles which became
the most important designs of the modern era. Pierre worked with Massimo Tamburini on the
Paso restyling as well as on the Ducati 888, and one of his most important design achievements
was the Ducati 999. He was also responsible for the designs of the Ducati Supermono, the
MHe900 Evoluzione and the HyperMotard.
The HyperTEK has a novel “high power-density” radial flux motor with 80kw and 120nm of

torque. The battery, which usually presents a visual problem, is uniquely and beautifully housed.
All electro-mechanical parts are integrated into a compact and sleek motorcycle.
BST and Pierre Terblanche share the vision to build a truly iconic electric motorcycle with
excellent performance and beautiful
styling, which will be acclaimed for
being distinctly the best in the world.
• Instrumentation integrated in
Heads Up Display helmet by
Cross of Japan
• Burnouts and wheelies standard
features with Wheelie & Traction
Control
• Sound: Built-in sound generator
• Bike will idle when switched on
• Rider can rev when using clutch
• Cruise Control & Hill Stop feature
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B MW N E WS
THE NEW BMW F900R AND F900XR

Self-confident, sporty, active, focused on a dynamic experience – this is how fans of the F900R
could be described. The new dynamic roadster conveys a sense of freedom and a modern
lifestyle. At the emotional level, sports-style and aggressive design meets inspiring performance
in terms of engine output, torque and sound. In addition, there are aspects such as a wide range
of potential uses, a high level of suitability for everyday riding and ergonomics that make the
F900R of equal interest to experienced sports riders and newcomers.
“XR” stands for an uncompromising mix of sportiness and touring capability. Having established
this family with the BMW S1000XR, BMW is now expanding it with the addition of a mid-range
model. The design style and vehicle concept clear refer to the kinship with the “big sister”.
The F900XR also demonstrates easy mastery of the Adventure Sport segment’s key qualities:
sporty riding dynamics combined with upright, GS‑like ergonomics, outstanding long-distance
and passenger suitability and a design that conveys a powerful sense of character.
The new F900XR also benefits from the technology transfer from the upper class: Adaptive
Cornering Light, Keyless Ride or Intelligent Emergency Call are all unique features in the mid-range.
In addition to sporty riders, the XR is also aimed at newcomers and motorcycle returnees due
to its easy accessibility, low minimum seat height, A2 capability and attractive entry price. The
two new models F900R and F900XR currently set the technological benchmark in the mid-range
segment with their high-quality standard equipment (Connectivity, LED all round as standard)
and their wide range of optional extras – in some cases unique in this class (including Adaptive
Cornering Light, Keyless Ride, Dynamic ESA, Riding Modes Pro, Shift Assistant Pro, Intelligent
Emergency Call, ABS Pro, MSR, DTC, DBC, RDC).
In the new F900R and F900XR, enhanced riding dynamics are ensured by the further
development of the 2-cylinder in-line engine first introduced in 2018 in the F850GS, now with
105 hp and an even fuller torque curve. The main factor here is an increase in capacity to 895 cc
(previously 853 cc). With an ignition distance of 270/450 degrees and a new underfloor silencer
system, the engine offers a particularly emotional sound.
In addition to the standard anti-hopping clutch, the new F900R and F900XR can be fitted
with engine drag torque control (MSR) for the first time. It prevents the rear wheel from slipping
as a result of abrupt throttling or downshifting, thereby ensuring even greater safety.
The new F900R and F900XR already offer the “Rain” and “Road” riding modes as standard.
The standard trim also includes ABS and ASC Automatic Stability Control, which is disengageable.
With “Riding Modes Pro” as an ex works option, the sporty characteristics of the new F900R and
F900XR can be experienced even more intensively. The additional riding modes “Dynamic” and
“Dynamic Pro”, Dynamic Traction Control DTC and banking capable ABS Pro are available, along
with Dynamic Brake Control (DBC) and the new engine drag torque control (MSR).
Like the GS models in the F Series, the new F900R and F900XR make use of a steel bridge
frame that integrates the engine as a load-bearing element and a fuel tank that is now back
in its classic position in front of the rider. Front wheel control is taken care of by an upsidedown telescopic fork, while the rear wheel is guided by a double-sided swinging arm with central
suspension strut.
The light, plastic-welded fuel tanks with a capacity of 15.5 litres (F900XR) and 13 litres (F900R)

are a world first in motorcycle construction. The bolt-on steel rear frame has also been newly
developed for the F900R and F900XR in order to create a visually short and slim rear. While the
new F900R is a dynamic roadster focusing on sporty use and therefore shorter spring travel, the
new F900XR – with its somewhat longer spring travel – offers a noticeable increase in comfort
and therefore an even wider range of potential uses.
With the Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment), available as an optional extra
and almost unique in these vehicle segments, it is possible to further enhance the dynamic
riding experience, riding comfort and also touring and passenger suitability, since the damping
of the rear spring strut is automatically adapted to the conditions depending on riding state and
manoeuvres.
Even greater safety is offered by the Adaptive Cornering Light as a component of Headlight
Pro, which is unique in the mid-range and comes as an optional extra ex works. Here, the rider
benefits from improved illumination of the road when cornering for even safer riding at night. All
lighting units in the new F models are based on LED technology as standard.
BMW developers attached great importance to optimum readability for the instrument
cluster – even in difficult lighting conditions. In addition, information diversity, display quality and
user-friendliness are unmatched. The graphics on the screen are visually adapted to the sporty
on-road world. Additional Core screens are available in conjunction with the optional Pro riding
modes. The standard BMW Motorrad Connectivity is a unique feature in the mid-range, offering
the ability to conveniently talk on the phone, listen to music or navigate while riding.
Meanwhile the F900XR offers an impressively active yet relaxed riding position for touring
and travelling. The front fairing including an adjustable windshield combines a sporty look with
sound rider protection.
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(Continued from page 4)
Various low and high seats along with the
optional lowering feature also allow individual
adjustment to various body heights.
The F900R is available in Blackstorm
metallic, San Marino Blue metallic and Style
Sport in Hockenheim Silver metallic/Racing
Red. In addition to Light White, the new
F900XR offers the two Style variants Style
Exclusive in Galvanic Gold metallic and Sport
in Racing Red.

THE NEW BMW S1000XR

The new edition of the best-selling Adventure
Sport bike is radically lighter and more agile,
as well as achieving an unprecedented
combination of long-distance performance

and sports capabilities. With a completely
newly developed engine and suspension and
a weight of 10 kg less than its predecessor
when adjusted for equipment – it opens up a
whole new dimension in the Adventure Sport
segment. The S1000XR has the following
standard features on board: Dynamic ESA,
riding modes Pro, ABS Pro & DTC, Hill Start
Control Pro, a perfectly readable 6.5” TFT
screen complete with connectivity and full
LED lighting.
The newly developed in-line 4-cylinder
engine is based on the S1000RR engine and
delivers an output of 165 hp at 11,000 rpm.
The maximum torque of 114 Nm is available
at 9,250 rpm. The 4th, 5th and 6th gear now
have longer ratios in order to reduce noise,
fuel consumption and engine speed level,
especially at country
road speeds. In addition
to a smoother and selfreinforcing anti-hopping
clutch, the S1000XR
also features engine drag
torque control (MSR).
Electronically controlled,
the MSR prevents the rear
wheel from slipping as a
result of abrupt throttling
or downshifting.
It features the latest
generation
of
Dynamic ESA (Electronic
Suspension Adjustment)
as standard. Dynamic
ESA Pro is available as
an optional extra with
two damping modes
(Road, Dynamic) and
automatic load compensation. For the first time
in the S1000XR, the dynamic brake assistant
DBC (Dynamic Brake

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

Control) also supports the rider during braking manoeuvres.
The new S1000XR has four standard
riding modes – “Rain”, “Road”, “Dynamic”
and “Dynamic Pro”. In addition to throttle
response, engine brake, ABS control and
traction control, wheelie control (including
the new “Power Wheelie” setting) can be
configured separately for the first time.
For optimum visibility even in difficult light
conditions, the instruments were designed
to be large. They offer tailor-made screen
displays for a range of different purposes.
The Pure Ride screen has all the information
required for regular riding on the road, for
instance, while an additional Core screen
enables banking positing, braking and
traction control to be displayed. Another
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possible screen display provides a vehicle
status overview. A practical arrow navigation
system with app is included as standard. The
TFT display is operated conveniently from
the handlebars using the MMC (Motorcycle
Multi Controller).
All lighting units in the ECE version of
the new S1000XR draw on the latest LED
technology. In addition to the turn indicators
and the rear light unit, this includes the
high-intensity main headlamp with two
symmetrically arranged LED units each for
low beam, high beam and parking light. In the
ex-works option Headlight Pro, the adaptive
turning light ensures additional safety when
riding at night.
The basic finish is Ice Grey. Racing Red/
White Aluminium is available at extra cost.
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR
GENERAL CALENDAR INFO
As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

by Sandy Ballard, activities@loebmwr.org
Let’s have breakfast at Monroe’s Mexican
Restaurant at 6051 Osuna Rd NE in
Albuquerque at 9 am. Check the Message
Board for the latest on the when and where.

DECEMBER
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21

by Jon Helm
The second biggest club event (after the rally)
of the year has arrived! The event will be held
at Trombino’s Bistro Italiano located at 5415
Academy NE. The doors will open at 11 am.
The Italian Buffett will be ready at noon, and
we need to be done by 2:30 pm. After lunch,
we will have a short Club Meeting!
Each paid and current membership
entitles 2 people to attend the party for free.
Additional guests and non-members are $20/
each, $10 for children 12 and under, payable
at the door. The cash bar will open at 11 am.
Mark your Calendar, and RSVP on the
Forum site. Ask Questions at vicepresident@
loebmwr.org
At the party we will also have a great one
time only sale of Rally Long Sleeve shirts for
$18, and some cool vintage BMW and rally
items donated by John and Peggy Desko.
There are two nice blue LOE BMW R Club
jackets with patches and all. There are also
two spiffy medium BMW shirts, a large New
Mexico Motorcycle Safety Instructor shirt (all
three also gently worn), and a new-old-stock
large Rally Shirt from the first LOE BMW R rally
in 1985! All you have to do is buy as many
raffle tickets as you want for $1 each or 6 for
$5. We’ll have the items on display with a box
by each where you can drop in your ticket(s)
for the what you really want to win.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

THE CHRISTMAS PARTY

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

by Sandy Ballard, activities@loebmwr.org
The Shaffer Hotel in Mountainair is open! Let’s
have lunch there at noon. If you would like to
ride down as a group, meet at the Smith’s
parking lot at the SE corner of Tramway and
Central (200 Tramway Blvd SE, Albuquerque,
NM) at 10:40 for a prompt 10:50 departure.
Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
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TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 11

SF BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 18

SANDIA BMW WHEELS & COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Check the Message Board for the latest on
the when and where.
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 5

SUNDAY, JANUARY 19

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries

RALLY CHAIR / COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
rallychair@loebmwr.org

PRESIDENT
Tom Volkmann
President@LOEBMWR.org

SECRETARY
Amy Ballard
Secretary@loebmwr.org

VICE PRESIDENT
Jon Helm
VicePresident@loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@loebmwr.org

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@loebmwr.org

TREASURER / MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Bede Crawford
MembershipRecords@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Daniel Schrodt
Member2@loebmwr.org

ACTIVITIES CZAR
Sandy Ballard
Activities@loebmwr.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Gary Cade
Member1@loebmwr.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. For more information or
to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.loebmwr.org
or contact membership@loebmwr.org
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie
•
SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

PAST PRESIDENT
Rod Getting
PastPresident@loebmwr.org

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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LOE B MW R N E WS
WANTED

2013 or newer R1200GS with 25,000 miles or less. If you
would like the joy of seeing your bike appreciated by a fellow
member, please call me at 505-250-0150 and tell me about it.
I purchased Art Lauffenburger’s son’s 1988 GS, so I thought I
would continue the tradition of asking the club again. Andrew
Hadcock, Andrew@TheDynamicBroker.com

CLOVIS MAN

by Keith Ingram
This photo was taken at Clovis Community College with my GS
and the statue of Clovis Man. The statue was developed from
fossils of The Clovis Man and his killing of a mastadon about
44 thousand years ago.The fossils were located between
Clovis and Portales in the 1930’s.Great history reading. I sent
the photo to BMW ON about three months ago, but it never
made it to print.
Send your stories in
to share with your
buddies in the club,
we’d all love to see
where you’ve been!

RIDING THE NEW MEXICO BACKCOUNTRY
DISCOVERY TRAIL
by Tom Volkmann
Just back from a couple
of great days riding on the
New Mexico Backcountry
Discovery Trail with Dick
Strohmeyer and Sandy
Ballard. We left from
Truth or Consequences,
and rode west into the
Gila National Forest,
through Winston and
Chloride, before heading
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up Chloride Canyon, which was a fabulous ride.
We camped at 8500 feet on the continental
divide, and woke to find our water had frozen. We continued to
Beaver Head, but turned back before Reserve due to incoming
storms.
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